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Wikipedia

A collaboratively edited, multilingual, free 
online encyclopedia. Volunteers worldwide 
write and maintain Wikipedia's 30 million 
articles in 287 languages, including over 4.5 
million in English.

Wikidata

A collaboratively edited knowledge base, 
intended to provide a common source of 
open, linked data which can be freely used by
anyone; not least Wikipedia.

Wikimedia Commons

An online repository of open-licensed and 
public domain images, sound, video and 
other media files, which can be freely used by
anyone; not least Wikipedia.

Several sister projects

Wikisource, Wikinews, Wikivoyage, 
Wikispecies, Wikiversity, Wikiquote...



ORCID in Wikidata
For people who are “notable”, use 
Property P496:

as found on:

Fewer than 100 – we need to find the rest!



ORCID in Wikipedia
For people who are article subjects, use 
'Template:Authority control':

{{Authority control}}

which calls the value from Wikidata, 

as found, for example, on the English-language Wikipedia:

Only 83! We need to find more.



ORCID for 
Wikipedia editors

Use 'Template:Authority control', but 
enter the value, like this*:

{{Authority control | ORCID = 0000-0001-5882-6823 }}

as found in:

Only 46 in the English Wikipedia – how 
can we get more Wikipedia editors to sign
up to ORCID and/ or include ORCID in 
their user pages?
* Note: same applies on sister projects (e.g. Wikimedia Commons) and other-
language Wikipedias, but template name may change.



Wikipedia & Wikidata 
links in ORCID Profiles
Work is in hand to add new parameters to
ORCID profiles, likely to be:

Wikimedia user name/ page URL
Because log-ins are unified across all 
projects (Wikipedias in every 
languages, Wikidata, other sister 
projects) only one link is needed.

Wikidata entity number (or URL)
A “notable” person my have 
biographies in more than one 
language of Wikipedia, and in sister 
projects, but these are always tied to a
single Wikidata entity.

 
The specifications for these are under 
development. Make your views known! 
(Talk to us here, or search for “Wikipedia” in the 
ORCID support forum)



ORCID in Wikipedia
citations

If ORCIDs are included in each citation in
Wikipedia, as proposed, then it would be 
possible to make pages like this mockup:

However, there is some resistance to this.
Should ORCIDs be stored in citations? 
How should Wikipedia link to them? 
Look for the debate on the English-
language Wikipedia and make your views
known!



Wikipedia article
 about ORCID

Also in German, Dutch and Farsi – can 
you make a translation in another 
language?



I'm Andy Mabbett

I'm here both days; come and talk to me 
about ORCID in Wikipedia, Wikidata and 
their sister projects, or find me at:

pigsonthewing.org.uk

@pigsonthewing


